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Over the next few years, from 2022 to 2026, Burkina Faso will implement a new agro-sylvo-pastoral sector development policy. 
It aims to make the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector a modern, competitive, sustainable sector that drives economic growth, based 
on family farms and successful agro-sylvo-pastoral businesses. 
 
In this publication, we propose an approach for taking climate risks into account in the development of the agro-sylvo-pastoral 
sector. The scientific basis for this approach is the resilience triangle shown in Figure (1). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the approach that we propose, the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector is replaced by an eight-dimensional vector: 
e1= agriculture subsector; e2 = livestock subsector; e3 = forestry subsector; e4 = fishing subsector; e5 = aquaculture subsector; 
e6 = beekeeping subsector; e7 = timber and non-timber forest products subsector; e8= wildlife subsector 
 

Impacts Chains  

For a dimension ei (i = 1, …, 8) of the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector, a chain of impacts, cei, for a given climate risk, indicates the 

direct impact and the successive indirect impacts. Impact chains for the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector in Burkina Faso are 

proposed:  ce1= e1do, e1d1, e1d2, e1d3; ce2 = e2do, e2d1, e2d2, e2d3; ce3 = e3do, e3d1, e3d2, e3d3; ce4 = e4do, e4d1, e4d2, e4d3; 

ce5 = e5do, e5d1, e5d2, e5d3 ; ce6 = e6do, e6d1, e6d2, e6d3 ; ce7 = e7do, e7d1, e7d2, e7d3 ; ce8= e8do, e8d1, e8d2, e8d3 
 

For decision support, the impacts chains are combined to establish the set of impacts đ 
In a chain of impacts, (do) is the direct impact of the risk, (d1) the indirect impact of order one, (d2) the indirect impact of 
order two and (d3) the indirect impact of order three. 
To establish the impact chains, the impact mapping algorithm of the Climprospect methodological framework that we have 
proposed is particularly indicated. 
 

Families of impacts for integration 

The integration of climate risks in the development of the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector that we propose is a process in five 

sequences founded by families of impact fd1, fd2, fd3, fd4 and fd5 which are:  

▪ fd1 = {elements of đ to be considered in 2022 in the 2022 – 2006 policy of the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector} 
▪ fd2 = {elements of đ to be considered in 2023 in the 2022 – 2006 policy of the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector} 
▪ fd3 = {elements of đ to be considered in 2024 in the 2022 – 2006 policy of the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector} 
▪ fd4 = {elements of đ to be considered in 2025 in the 2022 – 2006 policy of the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector} 
▪ fd5 = {elements of đ to be considered in 2026 in the 2022 – 2006 policy for the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector} 
 
Vulnerability families for integration 

In practice, the mitigation of a given impact of a climate risk results from the reduction of a specific subset of vulnerability 

factors. To mitigate the impacts under impact families fd1, fd2, fd3, fd4 and fd5, the following families of vulnerability factors 

should be considered: 
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Figure (1): Resilience triangle for integrating climate risks into the agro-sylvo-pastoral sector development 
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▪ vfd1, family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the impacts under the fd1 family 

▪ vfd2 family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the impacts under the fd2 family 

▪ vfd3 family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the impacts under the fd3 family 

▪ vfd4 family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the impacts under the fd4 family 

▪ vfd5 family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the impacts under the fd5 family 

 

The Climprospect methodological framework offers an algorithm for identifying vulnerability factors. 

It makes it possible to distinguish between economic vulnerability, social vulnerability, environmental vulnerability, scientific 

vulnerability, technological vulnerability, institutional vulnerability and political vulnerability. 

 

Families of resilience solutions for integration 

Resilience solutions are solutions for reducing vulnerability. In the present case, five families of resilience solutions zfd1, zfd2, 

zfd3, zfd4 and zfd5 are to be established: 

 

• zfd1, family of solutions to reduce for the vulnerability under the vfd1 family 

• zfd2 family of solutions to reduce vulnerability under vfd2 family 

• zfd3 family solutions to reduce vulnerability under fd3 family 

• zfd4 family solutions to reduce vulnerability under vfd4 family 

• zfd5 family solutions to reduce vulnerability under vfd5 family 

 

We can distinguish in practice economic resilience, social resilience, environmental resilience, scientific resilience, 
technological resilience, institutional resilience and political resilience. 
 

Figure (2) shows the process of integrating climate risks using a resilience triangle approach. 
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Figure (2): Integration of climate risks in agro-sylvo-pastoral development governs the triangle of resilience 
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